120475G – Bubble Science Experiment Deluxe Lab
Available: Q2

MSRP: $44.99
Wholesale: $22.50
Retail Packaging: Closed Box
Age: 8Y+
MC: 8 / MIN: 2

16.5” x 5.3” x 9.8”

Product Details: This science kit will lead children to
discover through real experiments. This kit comes with
comes with 15 experiments cards, and a manual with
80 additional ways to experiments. Some experiments
include creating magic bubbles, milk animation,
creating lava, and forming your own crystals. This kit
will keep children coming back to experiment time and
time again!

120485G- Crystal Dinosaur Growing Deluxe Kit
Available: Q2

MSRP: $29.99
Wholesale: $15.00
Retail Packaging: Closed Box
Age: 8Y+

MC: 12 / MIN: 2

12.0” x 5.8” x 3.8”

Product Details: Learn chemistry with this hands-on
crystal growing experiment kit. Follow the simple steps
to grow crystals on your dinosaurs and rocks, making
your own stunning dinosaur crystal garden. The crystals
will grow in 3-7 days, the higher the temperature of the
initial water used the quicker the crystals will grow. This
kit includes 6 different colors of crystal powder, 3crystal growing rocks, 3-dinosaurs, 3-eggs, rock garden
stand and journal to note your findings as you watch
your crystals grow. It's the perfect gift for any budding
scientist!

120482G: Crystal Dino Growing Kit Edaphosaurus
Available: Q2

MSRP: $18.99
Wholesale: $9.50
Retail Packaging: Closed Box

Age: 8Y+
MC: 24 / MIN: 2

6.0” x 5.8” x 4.6”

Product Details: Learn chemistry with this hands-on
crystal growing experiment kit. Follow the simple steps
to grow crystals on your dinosaurs and rocks, making
your own stunning dinosaur crystal garden. The crystals
will grow in 3-7 days, the higher the temperature of the
initial water used the quicker the crystals will grow. This
kit includes 3 different colors of crystal powder, 2crystal growing rocks, 1-dinosaur, 1-egg, rock garden
stand and journal to note your findings as you watch
your crystals grow. It's the perfect gift for any budding
scientist!

120483G: Crystal Dino Growing Kit Ankylosaurus
Available: Q2

MSRP: $18.99
Wholesale: $9.50
Retail Packaging: Closed Box
Age: 8Y+
MC: 24 / MIN: 4

6.0” x 5.8” x 4.6”

Product Details: Learn chemistry with this hands-on
crystal growing experiment kit. Follow the simple steps
to grow crystals on your dinosaurs and rocks, making
your own stunning dinosaur crystal garden. The crystals
will grow in 3-7 days, the higher the temperature of the
initial water used the quicker the crystals will grow. This
kit includes 3 different colors of crystal powder, 2crystal growing rocks, 1-dinosaur, 1-egg, rock garden
stand and journal to note your findings as you watch
your crystals grow. It's the perfect gift for any budding
scientist!

120484G: Crystal Dino Growing Kit Stegosaurus
Available: Q2

MSRP: $18.99
Wholesale: $9.50
Retail Packaging: Closed Box
Age: 8Y+
MC: 24 / MIN: 4

6.0” x 5.8” x 4.6”

Product Details: Learn chemistry with this hands-on
crystal growing experiment kit. Follow the simple steps
to grow crystals on your dinosaurs and rocks, making
your own stunning dinosaur crystal garden. The crystals
will grow in 3-7 days, the higher the temperature of the
initial water used the quicker the crystals will grow. This
kit includes 3 different colors of crystal powder, 2crystal growing rocks, 1-dinosaur, 1-egg, rock garden
stand and journal to note your findings as you watch
your crystals grow. It's the perfect gift for any budding
scientist!

160072GPREPACK – Crystal Dinosaur Eggs
Available: Q2

MSRP: $7.99 each
Wholesale: $48.00

Age: 8Y+
MC: 48 PCS = 4 Prepacks / MIN: 1 Prepack
Retail Packaging: CDU (12 units) with Closed Box

PDQ: 11.2” x 10.9” x 4.7”

160001G: Tyrannosaurus Rex Dinosaur Fossil Dig Kit
Available: Q2
MSRP: $22.99
Wholesale: $11.50
Retail Packaging: Closed Box

Age: 6Y+
MC: 12 / MIN: 2
Product Details: Children will have a prehistoric blast
digging dinosaur fossils with this durable, real dig kit!
Hands-on science with the bonus of educational fun
that will boost their learning and development. This kit
teach how to dig and assemble the dinosaur bones by
using basic archeology tools. This kit includes 1Tyrannosaurus Rex, hammer, chisel, brush, tray and
archeology stone to dig out the dinosaur.
Tyrannosaurus Rex is 10” x 3.9” x 4.9” when assembled.
9.7” x 8.9” x 4.5”

106002G – Cretaceous Deluxe Dinosaur Fossil Dig Kit
Available: Q2

MSRP: $29.99
Wholesale: $15.00
Retail Packaging: Closed Box
Age: 6Y+

MC: 8 / MIN: 2

Package: 15.8” x 8.9” x 5.8”

Product Details: Children will have a prehistoric blast
digging dinosaur fossils with this durable, real dig kit!
Hands-on science with the bonus of educational fun
that will boost their learning and development. This kit
teach how to dig and assemble the dinosaur bones by
using basic archeology tools. This kit includes 1Tyrannosaurus, 1-Triceratops, hammer, chisel, brush,
tray and 2-archeology stones to dig out the dinosaurs.
Tyrannosaurus Rex is 10”x 3.9”x 4.9” and Triceratops is
9”x3.5”x4.5” when assembled.

160003G: Mesozoic Super Dinosaur Fossil Dig Kit
Available: Q2

MSRP: $37.99
Wholesale: $19.00
Retail Packaging: Closed Box
Age: 6Y+

MC: 6 / MIN: 2

Package: 15.8” x 8.9” x 5.8”

Product Details: Children will have a prehistoric blast
digging dinosaur fossils with this durable, real dig kit!
Hands-on science with the bonus of educational fun
that will boost their learning and development. This kit
teach how to dig and assemble the dinosaur bones by
using basic archeology tools. This kit includes 1Tyrannosaurus, 1- Spinosaurus, 1 – Pterodactyl,
hammer, chisel, brush, tray and 3 - archeology stones to
dig out the dinosaurs. Tyrannosaurus Rex is 10” x 3.9” x
4.9”, Spinosaurus is 10.2” x 3.0” x 4.5” and Pterodactyl
is 9.4” x 7.5” x 2.6” when assembled.

120480G: Insect & Aqua Viewer
Available: Q2
MSRP: $22.99
Wholesale: $11.50
Retail Packaging: Closed Box
Age: 8Y+

MC: 8 / MIN: 2

9.0” x 9.0” x 5.8”

Product Details: The Insect & Aqua viewer lets you view
your favorite tiny creatures. It can capture insects and
tiny fish. The size of the door lets your hand fit easily
inside the room, which gives you the freedom to
change the layout or add the insects without any
difficulties. The ventilation holes designed to ensure
fresh air and circulation inside the room. The
microscope rotates to be able to see every angle inside.
Inside & Aqua Viewer lets you bring the outdoors in!

160006G: Plant Growth Station

MSRP: $22.99

Available: Q2
Wholesale: $11.50

Retail Packaging: Closed Box
Age: 6Y+
MC: 16 / MIN: 2

6.7” x 7.5” x 5.5”

Product Details: The Plant Growth Station is a
customizable platform that allows children to observe
plant growth and responses to environmental
conditions. It is also designed for comparative
experiments; set the light and dark environment for
comparative experiments on plant growth.. This device
is easy to use and can be used to investigate a range of
experiments. Covers and saplings are equipped with
rulers, which can measure the height of plants at any
time, and let children track data to see the growth of
plants. Included with the Plant Growth Station are
tweezers, a shovel and watering can.

160009G: Insects Growth Station

MSRP: $27.99

Available: Q2
Wholesale: $14.00
Retail Packaging: Closed Box
Age: 6Y+

MC: 12 / MIN: 2

6.3” x 8.3” x 11.0”

Product Details: The Insects Growth Station is a
silkworm breeding device set up in accordance with the
specific life-cycle characteristics of silkworms. It meets
their whole-growing term requirements; hence the
Insects Growth Station is compact in structure, high in
efficiency, and economical in operation. The Insects
Growth Station, in addition to silkworms and worms,
can also be set up with snails and insects such as
beetles to watch grow. This unique child's toy is
attractive and playful, with a creative design that
attracts the attention of both children and adults.

160024G: Northern Ireland Giants Causeway Gemstone Dig Kit
Available: Q2
Base flips over
when finished
digging to display
gemstones

MSRP: $27.99
Wholesale: $14.00
Retail Packaging: Closed Box
Age: 6Y+
MC: 12 / MIN: 2

Product Details: Take an immersive excavation
experience to Northern Ireland Giants Causeway. The
discovery kit allows kids to dig like a geologist and
discover the dazzling gemstones hidden inside! This set
also includes 8 gemstones, hammer, chisel, spray
bottle, brush and a map depicting famous geological
locations across the world.
Package: 6.7” x 6.7” x 5.0”

160026G: America Wave Gemstone Dig Kit
Available: Q2
Base flips over
when finished
digging to display
gemstones

MSRP: $27.99
Wholesale: $14.00

Retail Packaging: Closed Box
Age: 6Y+
MC: 12 / MIN: 2
Product Details: The discovery kit allows kids to dig like
a geologist and discover the dazzling gemstones hidden
inside! This set also includes 8 gemstones, a hammer,
chisel, spray bottle, brush and a map depicting famous
geological locations across the world.
Package: 6.7” x 6.7” x 5.0”

120473ES: Solar System Planetary Projector
Available: Q2

MSRP: $34.99
Wholesale: $17.50
Retail Packaging: Closed Box
Age: 3Y+
MC: 8 / MIN: 2

12” x 4.3” x 9.7”

Product Details: The projector solar system is a great
toy for education with a voice descriptions that will
enhance your child’s creative skills and knowledge,
inspiring them to imagine and discover the stellar
spectacles of astronauts, spaceships, and our amazing
solar system. The projector includes 3 slider desks, each
containing 8 images. The disks include not only images
of our solar system, but also astronaut space
adventures! The adjustable solar system moves to
accurately show placement of each planet in relation to
one another. Language options are both English &
Spanish. Requires 3 AA batteries.

160008G: Rock Tumbler-World Geology Gem
Available: Q2
MSRP: $61.99
Wholesale: $31.00
Retail Packaging: Closed Box
Age: 6Y+

MC: 4 / MIN: 1
Product Details: The Rock Tumbler includes 9 raw
stones, stone washing powder, 2 drawstring pouches,
noise reducing cover, a charging cable and DIY jewelry
accessories. 7 days (24 hours x 7 days) is required to
polish the stones. After polishing their stones, children
can display these use their own creativity to DIY jewelry
with the included accessories for a necklace, ring,
bracelet and earrings.
8.9” x 8.5” x 9.5”

160029G: Portable Microscope
Available: Q2

MSRP: $24.99
Wholesale: $12.50
Retail Packaging: Closed Box
Age: 8Y+
MC: 16 / MIN: 2
Product Details: The Portable Microscope is lightweight
making it easy to explore indoors and outdoors. This
microscope includes a stand for when examining
objects indoors. The microscope can also be added to a
phone for detailed magnification and recording. The
lens is made from acrylic and a AAA battery is required
for use; not included.
Package: 6.6” x 9.7” x 2.5”

160031G: Magnetic Planet
Available: Q2

MSRP: $34.99
Wholesale: $17.50
Retail Packaging: Closed Box
Age: 3Y+
MC: 8 / MIN: 2

Product Details: 12 magnetic force experiments help
kids learn and understand the magnetic field. This kit
includes all accessories needed to perform the
experiments.

9.1” x 9.8” x 7.1”

160033G: Block Circuit Super Kit
Available: Q2

MSRP: $69.99
Wholesale: $35.00
Retail Packaging: Closed Box

Age: 3Y+
MC: 8 / MIN: 1
Product Details: The Block Circuit Super Kit is friendly
for children 3+ to play 56 ways building different
circuits. Through real circuit simulation, modules with
different functions are freely combined to complete the
connection, creating a new circuit scene.
14.2” x 10.8” x 3.0”

160032G: Block Circuit Deluxe Kit
Available: Q2

MSRP: $99.99
Wholesale: $50.00
Retail Packaging: Closed Box
Age: 3Y+
MC: 4 / MIN: 1
Product Details: The Block Circuit Deluxe Kit has 80
ways to play. Children can create simple series circuits
to more complicated voice control and voice changing
circuits.
16.3” x 12” x 3.2”

